
Welcome 

to our 

EYFS 

Maths 

Workshop



Maths in the

Foundation Stage.

In the Foundation Stage maths is divided 

into two main areas of learning:

 Shape, Space and Measure.

 Numbers 



What does our teaching look like?

 Young children need problems:

•which they understand – in familiar contexts,

•where the outcomes matter to them -even if 
imaginary,

•where they have control of the process,

•involving mathematics with which they are 
confident.

We do this through: 

 Whole class lessons
 Group lessons with activities differentiated to meet 

the needs of a specific group

 Independent activities - (child initiated learning)



Mathematical Language

 Big, small - Biggest, smallest, longer, shorter, taller

 Round one, flat one - Square, triangle, sphere, cube, 
corner, side, face

 Heavy, light, full, empty - Heaviest, lightest, balance, the 
same

 On, in, under Behind, next to, in between

 Less, more, a lot, a little, the same Add, plus, altogether, 
makes, equals, takeaway, share, half, double

 Before, later, soon, weekend



Shape, Space and Measure

 In Early Years Foundation Stage we cover many aspects of 
Shape, Space and Measure:

Sorting         2D and 3D shapes        Pattern         Mass          

Length         Capacity          Time Sequencing     

Money         Positional and directional language

There are activities inside your parent pack to support with this area of learning at home.



Shape, Space and Measure





Maths -Shape, Space and Measure- ELG

Early Learning Goal (Expectation for the end of Year R) –

Children use everyday language to talk about size, weight, 

capacity, position, distance, time and money to compare 

quantities and objects and to solve problems. They recognise, 

create and describe patterns. They explore characteristics of 

everyday objects and shapes and use mathematical language to 

describe them. 

Exceeding (for those already achieving the Early Learning Goal) –

Children estimate, measure, weigh and compare and order objects 

and talk about properties, position and time. 



Numbers

 Number is not just recognising numbers and 

counting to as big a number as possible. 

 There are many more skills that we need know



Maths – Numbers - ELG

Early Learning Goal (Expectation for the end of Year R) –

Children count reliably with numbers from one to 20, place them 

in order and say which number is one more or one less than a 

given number. Using quantities and objects, they add and 

subtract two single digit numbers and count on or back to find 

the answer. They solve problems, including doubling, halving 

and sharing.

Exceeding (for those already achieving the Early Learning Goal) 

Children estimate a number of objects and check quantities by 

counting up to 20. They solve practical problems that involve 

combining groups of 2, 5 or 10, or sharing into equal groups. 



Maths in the

Foundation Stage.



All about the Number 3
The number 3 can be shown in lots of different ways.

three

Next



Number Fingers

back

How many fingers are being shown? 

Can you hold up 3 fingers?



Number Words

back

Do you know what this word says?

This is the number 3, written as a word. 

three



Number Shapes
This is a number shape for the number 3.

The number shape has 3 holes or circles.

back



Dotty Dice Numbers
Dice sometimes have numbers on them written as a pattern of dots.

This is the number 3.

back



Number Lines
Can you spot the number 3 on the number line?

Which numbers are next to number 3?

Click the hand to reveal the answer! 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10



Number Lines
How about this number line? 

Can you spot the number 3? 

Is it in the same place?

Click the hand to reveal

the answer! 0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10



Let’s Try Together! 
Jeff wants to use 3 pencils to draw a picture. Can you help him? 

Click on 3 pencils to add them to the paper.



Harry needs to find the jar of sweets with 3 sweets. Can you help him?



Numbers as Labels

Have you noticed how numbers 
can be used for labels too? For 
example, the number on a bus 
or the number on a door.

Have you ever seen a house 
with a number 3 on the door?

3



Numbers Everywhere!
Have you ever looked for numbers in your classroom or on 

your walk to school? Numbers are everywhere! 

Can you spot the number3 in your classroom?



Challenge
Quickly, find something in the classroom that shows the number 3

three
back



Challenge
Quickly, find 3 items and bring them back

back



Challenge
Can you do 3 claps?

back



Congratulations!
You are now an expert on the number 3.

Can you give yourself 3 pats on the back?

Can you give yourself 3 claps?



Number continued…..

 A thorough understanding of number supports 

your child with later maths;

 Number relationships – odd/even/more/ less

 Doubling/ halving

 Addition/subtraction

 Recognising patterns

 Justifying answers – how do you know?



Numicon

A key resource for teaching and learning that we 

use at Hinckley Parks is Numicon.

 Helps children understand numbers

 Learn by doing

 Learn by seeing (odd and even numbers)

 Exploits their strong sense of pattern

 Helps to recognise connections

 Numbers form a highly organised system – which is full of 

patterns

 Explains concept image



Numicon

 These are what we call numicon plates



Numicon – addition & subtraction

 We can use these shapes to support addition and subtraction 

in a similar way as we may have used counters.

 In addition children are encouraged to find the shape that 

represents the first digit  and then position the shape 

representing the second digit next to/above or below to find 

the total. 

 5 + 4 =       count the      

holes = 9



Numicon – addition & subtraction

 Subtraction works in much the same way though we 
encourage children to place the second shape ON TOP of he 
first to find out how many left.

 5 - 4 =             

Count the holes of the bottom shape that are  still visible; in this 
case 1. so the answer is 1



Thank you!

Please look through the parent pack provided. 

We hope you enjoy using the resources provided, 

together with your child at home.

Any Questions


